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【Background 1 - Structural health monitoring problem in civil engineering】
Continuous monitoring of infrastructures plays an important role in hazard prevention. One example is the monitoring of cracks, which involves segmenting cracks in an image and evaluate the 
level of damage. Potential crack images captured from a structure are often wirelessly sent to a data center for analyses. To reduce power cost, images should be compressed as much as possible 
before transmission. State-of-the-art compression method, called compressive sensing (CS), is often used because it can achieve high compression ratio (CR) when certain conditions are met.
【Background 2 - Compressive sensing without sparsity constraint】
Traditional CS assumes the original signal can be represented as a linear transformation of a sparse vector. Candes et al. (2006) proved that compressing such signal with a Gaussian random 
matrix, which can be directly implemented in hardware to save power during signal transmission, will guarantee to have a high probability of recovering the original signal using L1 
regularization. The sparsity of the sparse vector governs the maximum CR. In practice, signals are not always very sparse. Bora et al. (2017) proposed a new CS method to replace the sparsity 
limitation. If the signal can be learned by a generative model in a low dimensional space, high probability of recovering the signal is guaranteed when directly recovering the signal through the 
low dimensional space. 
【Method – GAN-CS for crack segmentation】
In this study, we discovered that the generative adversarial network (GAN) can capture the important features of cracks in crack images efficiently, but not the background information. Using 
this model, we can significantly increase the CR for crack images such that high segmentation accuracy is achieved after decompression, even though the recovered image is not perfect. First, 
we trained a deep convolutional GAN using ~20,000 crack images. Then, to decompress signal y, we minimize the L2 loss over the latent space z of the GAN model. Finally, the signal is 
recovered by feeding the optimal z into our GAN model. The crack segmentation is performed using the recovered signal. 
【Results – Potential of extrapolation power over crack images with different background】
We tested the segmentation accuracy of crack images decompressed using our method on 50 images not included in the training process. Significant improvement of CR is achieved. We also 
tested our method on four crack images taken from the field, which have completely different background from the training images. Surprisingly good results were obtained.
